
Connect 2.0



 “We set out to convey a personal 
atmosphere to anonymous public areas 
and to make the use of public transport 
a pleasant, relaxing experience.”

— Tobias Adami, Creative Director at Designworks,  

a BMW Group Company



Connecting People, Places, 
Technology, and Design

When we developed our first integrated collection of site furnishings 

and lighting, we partnered with the team at Designworks, a BMW 

Group company, global leaders in the science and design of moving 

people. Their deep understanding of public transit and mastery of 

innovative form making, coupled with our expertise in the design and 

manufacturing of outdoor site furnishings and lighting, has resulted 

in the Connect 2.0 shelter:  A refined and adaptable member of the 

Metro 40 Collection of urban streetscape and transit elements for a 

world on the move. 





A Better Human Experience

Connect 2.0 shelter’s visual simplicity and modular capability lets 

its beauty and versatility shine. An innovative center support system 

easily adapts a shelter’s length to a stop’s physical location and level 

of traffic, all while maintaining a clean and intentional design presence. 

Aesthetically, Connect 2.0 embodies calm and quiet beauty—the warm 

glow of layered LED lighting welcoming people and fostering a sense 

of comfort and security. Wayfinding lights subtly illuminate sidewalks 

and curbs, the shelter’s interior and its immediate surroundings. Lights 

can be powered via grid or solar panels.

Connect 2.0 shelter’s timeless expression elevates both the traveler’s 

transportation experience and the brand experience of municipalities, 

corporate, healthcare and university campuses, and many other public 

and private outdoor spaces.





















Solid Metal Roof  
w/Solar 

Design that Complements

The shelter’s transparent, airy aluminum structure quietly complements 

surrounding architecture and landscaping. Its physical scalability and 

aesthetic flexibility gives landscape architects a variety of options to 

best suit their site designs. Panel configurations include no panels; 

back and side glass panels; and back, side, and one front glass panel, 

specified on the right, left or middle of the shelter. Panels are made 

of tempered laminated safety glass. The ADA-compliant, modular 

bays create shelters in 8’, 12’, 16’, 24’, and custom lengths, enabling 

Connect 2.0 to offer the specificity of a custom shelter solution with 

greater value and simplicity of specification. 

Tempered glass, solid honeycomb aluminum panel, and aluminum 

louvered roof choices create unique design statements that also 

address site requirements and climate conditions. Aluminum panel 

and louver roofs come in a full color palette and are finished with 

Landscape Forms’ proprietary Pangard II® HAPS, VOC, and lead-free 

polyester powdercoat.

* custom widths are available

Louvered Aluminum 
Roof w/ Solar

Tempered Glass Roof  
w/ Solar

* custom bay configuration and width shown
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Gloss White

Materials

Fog Sage

Blue Ash Dusk

Matte BlackObsidian Terra Nutmeg Onyx

Loll Leaf Green

ForestMoss Loll Navy Blue

Clay MangoLemon Loll Sunset Orange Chili Loll Apple Red

Silver Metallic Gloss BlackSteel MetallicMercury Metallic Bronze Metallic Titanium Metallic

Vivid Series - Powdercoated Metal (Fine Texture)

Neutral Series - Powdercoated Metal

Architectural Series - Powdercoated Metal (Fine Texture) 



Statement of Line

8 ft 12 ft 16 ft 24 ft 36 ft*

* custom bay configuration and width shown
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